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WIDE-FIELD IMAGING USING NITROGEN
VACANCIES
CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED PATENT
APPLICATIONS
This application claims priority, under 35 U.S.C. § I I9(e),
from the following U.S. provisional applications, each of
which is hereby incorporated herein by reference in its
entirety:
U.S. Application No. 61/840,852, filed Jun. 28, 2013, and
entitled "Pressure Sensor Using the Diamond Nitrogen
Vacancy";
U.S. Application No. 61/860,400, filed Jul. 31, 2013, and
entitled "Simple Method for Time-Resolved Optically
Detected Magnetic Resonance Imaging across a Wide
Field of View";
U.S. Application No. 61/860,410, filed Jul. 31, 2013, and
entitled "Precision Optical Imaging of Arbitrary Elec-
tric Fields Using Spin States in Diamond"; and
U.S. Application No. 61/860,413, filed Jul. 31, 2013, and
entitled "Pressure Sensor Using the Diamond Nitrogen
Vacancy."
GOVERNMENT SUPPORT
This invention was made with government support under
contract number NNX13AE13H awarded by the NASA
Goddard Space Flight Center. The government has certain
rights in the invention.
BACKGROUND
The negatively charged nitrogen-vacancy center in dia-
mond (NV) is an optically addressable room-temperature
solid-state spin system with phase coherence times
approaching one second. The NV center is electric-field
sensitive through the Stark shift, which changes its electron
spin energy levels in applied field. It has applications in
many fields, including biology, where it is used as a fluo-
rescent probe; quantum information, where it is used as a
quantum bit; and sensing, where offers the ability to sense
temperature, time, and electromagnetic fields with high
precision.
For example, NV centers have been used to sense electric
field with a spin echo technique. However, spin echo tech-
niques involve both precise alignment of an external mag-
netic field with the NV orientation to achieve electric field
sensitivity and a repetitive, phased-locked alternating-cur-
rent (AC) electric field to achieve the highest resolution. (In
general, alignment may be necessary for electric-sensitive
spin echos, but not for spin echos.) As a result, these
schemes are impractical for use with nanodiamonds which
have random orientations in a tissue. Furthermore, to sense
aperiodic electric fields, this scheme is limited to a non-
dynamically decoupled phase acquisition time T2* T2*
which is many orders of magnitude lower than what can be
achieved using decoupling sequences. Since the magnetic
field must be precisely aligned, fluctuations in field direction
or off-axis magnetic noise can greatly diminish the sensi-
tivity.
NV centers have also been used to sense DC magnetic
fields using Ramsey interferometry, single-frequency AC
magnetic fields using Hahn echo techniques, and general AC
magnetic fields using repetitive dynamic decoupling
sequences, such as the Carr Purcell Meiboom Gill
(CPMG)-N dynamical decoupling sequence or the XY8•N
2
dynamical decoupling sequence. These sequences rely on a
differential phase acquired by different S. components of the
spin 1/2 NV system, using a transition between the ms-0 and
a single ms ±1 state of the NV ground state spin triplet.
5 The transition between the ms-0 and a single ms—±1 state
of the NV ground state spin triplet is pressure dependent
through its relation to the strain of the diamond crystal. As
such, measurement of the resonance frequency of this tran-
sition can give a readout of local pressure, with accuracy
10 determined by the spin properties of the diamond as well as
the specific method of spin probing. Two schemes use a
7t/4-7t—/4 pulse sequence that addresses a double quantum
transition between the ms-0 and both the degenerate ms ±1
15 and m,--I levels. This sequence produces a signal that
depends only on Sz2, and therefore can sense local tempera-
ture or the frequency detuning of the driving microwave
while providing immunity to other environmental effects,
significantly including magnetic fields.
20
SUMMARY
The inventors have recognized the desire in quantum
information and sensing applications to address the spins of
25 multiple nitrogen vacancies (NVs) in parallel across a wide
field of view, surpassing the limitations of serial addressing
as performed in scanning confocal microscopy. Other dem-
onstrations of wide-field addressing involve addressing
dense ensembles of NVs, which does not allow for resolving
30 individual NVs. As a result, it is generally not possible to
estimate an NV's position with a resolution below the
diffraction-limited resolution. Moreover, the pulse schemes
used for addressing single NVs differ from those used in
35 scanning confocal microscopy in that they involve the use of
a long initialization pulse, during which the detectors are
blocked or inactive.
Embodiments of the present invention include methods
and systems for imaging color centers, including NVs, that
40 address the shortcomings of other wide-field addressing
schemes. Examples of these methods and systems enable
wide-field imaging using single emitters and parallel control
of spatially separated color centers (e.g., which may be used
as qubits in a quantum information processor). In some
45 examples, the system includes a light source, a microwave
source, a wide-field imaging system for imaging radiation
representative of an electric field, magnetic field, tempera-
ture, pressure, or strain applied to a plurality of color centers
(e.g., NVs in bulk diamond or nanodiamonds), and, option-
5o ally, a processor operably coupled to the wide-field imaging
system.
In operation, the light source irradiates the color centers
with optical pulses (e.g., at a wavelength of 532 mu) so as
to simultaneously excite one or more of the color centers
55 from a first energy level to a second energy level and induce
fluorescence emission from the color centers. (The emitted
fluorescence represents the electric field, magnetic field,
temperature, pressure, or strain applied to the color centers.)
The microwave source applies a magnetic field to the color
60 centers so as to manipulate an electron spin state of the first
color center. And the wide-field imaging system images the
fluorescence emitted by the color center(s) onto a detector
array. The processor forms a representation of the electro-
magnetic field or the strain applied to the color centers based
65 on the radiation imaged onto the detector array.
The color centers can be disposed on a surface of an
inorganic material, such as a semiconductor, that is exposed
US 9,766,181 B2
3
to the electromagnetic field or the strain. The color centers
can also disposed within organic tissue, including but not
limited to neural tissue.
In some cases, the microwave source is configured to
apply one or more microwave pulses to the color centers in 5
an absence of any other magnetic field (e.g., a magnetic field
applied with a permanent magnet or an electromagnet). The
microwave source can also apply the magnetic field at a first
orientation with respect to one color center and at a second
orientation with respect to another color center so as to 10
manipulate the electron spin states of both color centers.
Another example of the present invention is a system for
imaging an electric field, magnetic field, temperature, pres-
sure, or strain applied to a nanodiamond. The system can
include a laser in optical communication with the nanodia- 15
mond, a wide-field imaging system in optical communica-
tion with the nanodiamond, a detector array disposed within
an image plane of the nanodiamond, and a processor oper-
ably coupled to the detector array. In operation, the laser
illuminates the nanodiamond with an optical pulse so as to 20
simultaneously induce fluorescence emission of radiation
from a nitrogen vacancy in the nanodiamond and excite the
nitrogen vacancy in the nanodiamond from a first energy
level to a second energy level. The wide-field imaging
system images the fluorescence emitted by the nitrogen 25
vacancy to a point in the image plane of the nanodiamond.
The detector array senses the fluorescence emitted by the
nitrogen vacancy. And the processor forms a representation
of the electric field, magnetic field, temperature, pressure, or
strain applied to the nanodiamond based at least in part on 30
the radiation sensed by the detector array.
In some cases, the laser is configured to illuminate the
nanodiamond with another optical pulse so as to simultane-
ously excite and induce fluorescence emission from another
nitrogen vacancy (e.g., in another nanodiamond within the 35
field of view). The wide-field imaging system is configured
to image radiation emitted by another nitrogen vacancy
within another nanodiamond to the image plane. And the
system may also include a microwave source, in electro-
magnetic communication with the nanodiamond, to apply at 40
least one microwave pulse to the nitrogen vacancy in the
absence of any other magnetic field so as to manipulate an
electron spin state of the first nitrogen vacancy.
Other color centers suitable for use with the embodiment
disclosed herein include but are not limited to carbon 45
vacancy defects replaced with extrinsic materials, such as
silicon, sulfur, nickel, cobalt, etc. For example, a silicon
atom may take the place of a missing carbon atom to form
a negatively charged silicon vacancy color center. In other
examples, carbon vacancy defects may be replaced by 50
sulfur, nickel, or cobalt to form, respectively, sulfur, nickel,
or cobalt vacancy color centers. In some of these embodi-
ments, two carbon atoms may be missing and a single nickel
atom may be situated in between the sites of the missing
carbon atoms. 55
It should be appreciated that all combinations of the
foregoing concepts and additional concepts discussed in
greater detail below (provided such concepts are not mutu-
ally inconsistent) are contemplated as being part of the
inventive subject matter disclosed herein. In particular, all 60
combinations of claimed subject matter appearing at the end
of this disclosure are contemplated as being part of the
inventive subject matter disclosed herein. It should also be
appreciated that terminology explicitly employed herein that
also may appear in any disclosure incorporated by reference 65
should be accorded a meaning most consistent with the
particular concepts disclosed herein.
4
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
The skilled artisan will understand that the drawings
primarily are for illustrative purposes and are not intended to
limit the scope of the inventive subject matter described
herein. The drawings are not necessarily to scale; in some
instances, various aspects of the inventive subject matter
disclosed herein may be shown exaggerated or enlarged in
the drawings to facilitate an understanding of different
features. In the drawings, like reference characters generally
refer to like features (e.g., functionally similar and/or struc-
turally similar elements).
FIGS. 1A-1C illustrate diamonds that include nitrogen
vacancies (NVs).
FIGS. 2A-2C illustrate energy level transitions in NVs
due to pressure, strain, temperature, electric field, magnetic
field, and nuclear spin manipulation.
FIG. 3A illustrates a conventional gated sequence for
measuring strain, temperature, electric field, magnetic field,
and/or nuclear spin manipulation applied to an NV.
FIG. 3B illustrates a sequence for measuring for measur-
ing pressure, strain, temperature, electric field, magnetic
field, and/or nuclear spin manipulation applied to an NV.
FIG. 4 is a diagram of a system for wide-field imaging of
pressure, strain, temperature, electric field, magnetic field,
and nuclear spin manipulation experienced by color centers
distributed throughout a sample using the measurement
sequence of FIG. 3B.
FIG. 5 is a diagram of an integrated system for imaging
pressure, strain, temperature, electric field, magnetic field,
and nuclear spin manipulation experienced applied to a color
centers distributed throughout a sample using the measure-
ment sequence of FIG. 3B.
FIG. 6 is a diagram of a fiber probe for imaging pressure,
strain, temperature, electric field, magnetic field, and nuclear
spin manipulation experienced by color centers distributed
throughout a sample using the measurement sequence of
FIG. 3B.
FIGS. 7A-7D illustrate wide-field fluorescence emission
from NVs in bulk diamond.
FIGS. 8A-8C illustrate pulsed frequency sweep measure-
ments of a CVD diamond with a relatively low density of
NVs (e.g., 5 ppb).
FIGS. 9A-9C illustrate Ramsey measurements of a CVD
diamond with a relatively low density of NVs (e.g., 5 ppb).
FIGS. 10A and 1 O illustrate Hahn echo measurements of
the diamond of FIGS. 8A-8C and 9A-9C.
FIGS. 11A-11C illustrate thermal echo measurements of
a CVD diamond with a relatively low density of NVs (e.g.,
5 ppb).
FIG. 12A is a fluorescence image of NV-containing
nanodiamonds.
FIG. 12B is a pulsed optically detected magnetic reso-
nance (ODMR) spectrum of a representative NV-containing
nanodiamond.
FIGS. 13A-13C illustrate T, excited state lifetime (relax-
ometry) measurements in high-pressure, high-temperature
(HPHT) nanodiamonds with a relatively high density of
NVs (e.g., 100 ppm) and diameters of about 100 nin.
FIGS. 14A-14C illustrate T, excited state lifetime (relax-
ometry) measurements in HPHT nanodiamonds sputtered
with silicon dioxide.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION
Embodiments of the present invention include methods
and systems for time-resolved spin readout of nitrogen
US 9,766,181 B2
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vacancies (NVs) and other color centers without fast gating
or shuttering of the detector. One example includes time-
resolved optically detected magnetic resonance (ODMR)
imaging in NVs with an excitation and readout sequence in
which the initialization and readout pulses are combined into
a single pulse. This excitation and readout sequence, or
measurement sequence, obviates the need for gating or
shuttering the photodetector that detects the color centers'
emissions during initialization.
Because these measurements do not involved gating or
shuttering the photodetector, they can be performed with a
standard detector, such as those in standard fluorescence
microscopes. They do not necessarily involve modulating
the fluorescence detection with gated cameras (e.g., inten-
sified charge coupled devices (CCDs)), synchronized
mechanical chopper wheels, electro-optic or acousto-optic
shutters in the observation path. As a result, the measure-
ments disclosed herein can occur faster than measurements
involving optical chopping and other modulation tech-
niques. In addition, the detector can average over a larger
number of measurements, improving measurement sensitiv-
ity.
In addition, the combined readout/initialization tech-
niques disclosed herein can be used to image NVs over a
wide field of view (as opposed to other techniques, which
often involve confocal imaging). When used with super-
resolution imaging techniques, such as stochastic optical
reconstruction microscopy (STORM), photo-activated
localization microscopy (PALM), and the deterministic
emitter switch microscopy techniques disclosed in
WO/2013/188732 Al, which is incorporated herein by ref-
erence in its entirety, wide-field imaging can provide spatial
resolution finer than the diffraction limit. Wide-field imaging
reduces or eliminates averaging over inhomogeneous distri-
bution of NV parameters and enables single-NV addressing
(e.g., for qubit addressing and readout). Wide-field illumi-
nation can be provided by a continuous-wave laser that is
modulated using a acousto-optic or electro-optic modula-
tors. Alternatively, illumination can be provided by a gain-
modulated laser diode.
The fluorescence emitted by the NVs varies with the pH,
temperature, electromagnetic field(s), strain, and/or pressure
applied to the NVs. As a results, NVs can be used to make
very precise and very sensitive measurements of pressure,
temperature, electromagnetic field(s), strain, and/or pressure
over extremely wide dynamic ranges. For example, NV-
containing diamonds (e.g., bulk diamonds and nanodia-
monds) can be used to sense pressure in physical systems
involving intense shock waves, compression, high-intensity
sound, or explosions, such as fluids under compression in oil
fields, oceans (e.g., for detecting tsunamis), explosions in
atmosphere, etc. The ability to monitor huge static pressures,
as well as obtain ultra-high precision, is useful in studies and
applications in geology, oceanography, and atmospheric
science, in addition to high pressure/high sensitivity flow
sensing situations like those encountered in hydraulics and
aerodynamics. In addition, NV-containing nanocrystalline
diamond can be used as a biological labeling agent due to its
cytocompatibility, non-bleaching fluorescence, and potential
for spatial resolution below the diffraction limit.
Nitrogen Vacancy Energy Levels
FIG. 1A shows a photograph of a diamond with a diagram
of the nanodiamond's lattice of carbon (C12 and C13) with a
nitrogen vacancy (NV) center. The NV center comprises a
vacancy (V) adjacent to a substitutional nitrogen (N) in the
diamond lattice. As well understood in the art, diamonds can
be prepared with NV centers through appropriate nitrogen,
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helium and/or carbon implantation along with thermal and
chemical treatment. These diamonds can be grown via
chemical vapor deposition to form micron-scale crystals, as
shown in FIG. 113, or formed as nanodiamonds with diam-
5 eters of less than 200 mu, as shown in FIG. 1B.
FIGS. 2A-2C illustrate the NV energy levels and resonant
response. FIG. 2A shows the energy levels, including the
lowest lying triplet (E, 3A) and singlet ('A) orbital states of
the NV. The NV can be excited from the 3A triplet (the
to ground-state triplet) to the 3E triplet by optical pumping at
wavelength of about 637 nm to a higher energy followed by
a nonradiative relaxation to the 3E triplet state. FIG. 2B
shows the ground-state triplet state energy levels in greater
detail, with a ground state crystal field splitting D,-,-2.870
15 GHz. The splitting between the m,—+l and m,--I spin
states is proportional to the product of the Land6 factor g, the
Bohr magneton µb, the magnetic field B. As shown in FIG.
2C, which is a plot of the resonances associated with the
m —t I spin states, the splitting is about 400 MHz and can be
20 manipulated by excitation at microwave frequencies.
The Hamiltonian of an NV's electron ground state triplet
can be described in the weak-field limit as:
Hg, =DS,+gµs,qg+S 17,
where D (also referred DgJ is a parameter representing the
crystal strain, temperature, and electric field applied to the
NV; B is a parameter affected by magnetic field applied to
the NV; and A is a parameter representing the NV's local
3o nuclear spins. Because its Hamiltonian depends on the
crystal strain, temperature, electric field, magnetic field, and
nuclear spin, the NV can be used as a precision sensor of
these quantities.
For instance, the D and B parameters can be determined
35 through optically-detected magnetic resonance (ODMR),
where laser light is used to prepare and read-out the spin
state via spin-selective intersystem crossing processes, while
resonant microwave excitation is used to manipulate the spin
population. Many ODMR schemes have been demonstrated
40 for use with the NV, including continuous-wave (CW)
ODMR wherein microwaves and laser illumination are
applied constantly, and pulsed ODMR techniques that
include Ramsey-type sequences, Hahn echoes, and high-
order repetitive dynamical decoupling. The pulsed measure-
45 ments achieve maximal sensitivity in the determination of
the NV energy levels by minimizing the resonance linewidth
both by avoiding power broadening and by decoupling from
sources of noise, achieving overall sensitivities that can be
orders of magnitude lower than CW techniques.
50 Gated and Ungated Pulse Sequences for ODMR Mea-
surements
Experimentally, room temperature pulsed NV ODMR
comprises the repetitive application of pulse sequences. A
single measurement may involve thousands of repetitions of
55 an identical pulse sequence until enough photons have been
collected to make a determination of the NV's spin state.
Conventional pulse sequences, such as the measurement
sequence 300 shown in FIG. 3A, generally involve initial-
izing the NV spin to ms—O with a first optical initialization
60 pulse 302a (e.g., at a wavelength of about 637 mu), manipu-
late the spin with a first sequence of microwave pulses 312a
(e.g., a 7i/2-7c-7t/2 pulse sequence), and then read out the spin
state with a first readout pulse 304a. The fluorescence from
the initialization pulse is not indicative of any measurement
65 result and is ignored, either by using fast detectors that can
discriminate temporally between the initialization and read-
out pulses, or by shuttering a slow detector, e.g., with an
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optical chopper 322a that attenuates or blocks light propa-
gating the sample to the photodetector.
After the end of the first measurement cycle, the second
measurement cycle occurs: a second optical initialization
pulse 302b illuminates NVs in the sample while the optical 5
chopper 322b blocks the photodiode, a second microwave
pulse sequence 312b manipulates the NVs' spin states, and
a second optical readout pulse 304b triggers fluorescence
emission from the sample. The measurement sequence 300
may include as many measurement cycles as desired. How- io
ever, the measurement sequence 300 shown in FIG. 3A is
not directly applicable to wide-field localized sensing as
both shutters and high-performance cameras are limited to
rates much below the measurement repetition rate of up to
1 MHz, and therefore reduce the sensitivity of the measure- 15
ment over a given length of time.
FIG. 3B illustrates a measurement process 350 that uses
successive optical pulses 352a, 352b, 352c, 352d ... 352n
(collectively, readout pulses 352) to re-initialize the spin
state with high fidelity, thereby eliminating all of the ini- 20
tialization pulses except for the first initialization pulse with
minimal loss in sensitivity. The optical pulses 352 serve to
spin-polarize the NV. This creates a non-thermal state where
the spin is out of thermal equilibrium (polarized). Each pulse
352 of optical illumination may excite all or substantially all 25
of the color centers within the illuminated volume and also
repolarizes those same color centers with each pulse. In the
limit of a single color center, the emitted fluorescence is
representative of the applied fields.
The measurement process 350 also includes microwave 30
pulse sequences 362a, 362b, 362c, ... 362n (collectively,
microwave pulse sequences 362) that apply a magnetic field
to the color centers so as to manipulate their spin states.
Suitable microwave pulse sequences 362 include, but are not
limited to Hahn Echo, Ramsey, Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill 35
(CPMG), XY, Thermal Echo, Rotary Echo, and Spin Lock-
ing sequences. Each microwave sequence 362 is applied
within a period equal to the color center excited-state
lifetime T, from polarization by the preceding optical pulse
352. And each microwave sequence 362 may span a duration 40
of less than the color center coherence time T2 for sensing
purposes. (Other timing is also possible, depending on the
desired sensitivity.)
Each color center addressed by the optical pulses 352 and
microwave sequences 362 emits fluorescent light represen- 45
tative of the electric field, magnetic field, temperature,
pressure, and/or strain applied to the color center. (Each
color center may experience a different local electric field,
magnetic field, temperature, pressure, and/or strain, so each
color center may emit fluorescent light at a different wave- 50
length.) A slow, high-sensitivity photodetector averages
fluorescence emitted by NVs addressed by the optical pulses
352 and the microwave pulse sequences 362 over multiple
cycles of the measurement sequence 350 (e.g., from 10 to
1,000,000 (e.g., 10,000) repetitions of the optical pulse 352 55
and the microwave sequence 362). Through this method,
any pulsed ODMR sequence can be applied and read-out
over a wide field without any specialized equipment, such as
high-speed detectors and optical choppers.
Systems for Wide-Field Temperature, Pressure, and Field 60
Measurements
FIG. 4 illustrates a system 400 suitable for sensing
temperature, pressure, electric fields, and magnetic fields
applied to NVs and other color centers using the measure-
ment sequence 350 of FIG. 3B. The system includes a light 65
source, shown here as a laser 410, that illuminates a sample
401 comprising a plurality of color centers, shown here as
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NVs 403. For example, the sample 401 may comprise tissue
that has been injected with NV-containing nanodiamonds.
The sample 401 could also include an inorganic material,
such as a semiconductor wafer, spin-coated with a layer of
NV-containing nanodiamonds in solution. For example, the
NVs 403 may be in a layer of diamond grown on the sample
401. The sample 401 could also contain other color centers
in addition to or instead of NVs 401, including but not
limited to carbon vacancy defects replaced with extrinsic
materials, such as silicon, sulfur, nickel, cobalt, etc. For
example, a silicon atom may take the place of a missing
carbon atom to form a negatively charged silicon vacancy
color center. In other examples, carbon vacancy defects may
be replaced by sulfur, nickel, or cobalt to form, respectively,
sulfur-, nickel-, or cobalt-vacancy color centers. In some
cases, two carbon atoms may be missing and a single nickel
atom may be situated in between the sites of the missing
carbon atoms.
In operation, the laser 410 illuminates the NVs 403 with
the series of optical pulses 352 shown in FIG. 3B via a
wide-field imaging system 420, shown here as a microscope
with a pair of lenses 422a and 422b (collectively, lenses 422)
and a dichroic beamsplitter 424 that reflects the optical
pulses 352 and transmits light at longer wavelengths. Suit-
able pulse wavelengths include but are not limited to 532
mu, 594 mu, and 637 mu; suitable pulse durations may range
from about 300 ns to about 1000 ns; and suitable pulse
shapes include but are not limited to square, Gaussian,
Lorentzian, and other pulse shapes; and suitable peak pulse
irradiances may range from about 1µW to about 1 mW per
square micron of illuminated area. If desired, the optical
pulses 352 may be defocused so as to illuminate a large area
(e.g., all or substantially all) of the sample 401 at once.
Between optical pulses, a microwave source, shown here
as a loop antenna 430, drives the NVs with a sequence 362
of microwave pulses to apply a magnetic field to the NVs
403. The microwave field strengths may range from about
0.1 Gauss to about 100 Gauss at frequencies of about 2 GHz
to about 4 GHz. Those of skill in the art will readily
appreciate that the wide-field imaging system 420 may
include more or fewer components, including but not limited
to additional lenses, prisms, apertures, etc. The exact micro-
wave pulse sequence 362 depends on the quantity-
tem-perature, pressure, electric field, or magnetic field that the
system is measuring.
This microwave pulse sequence 362 manipulates the
NVs' spin states, causing the NVs to emit fluorescent light
at longer wavelength than the wavelength of the optical
pulses 352. The lenses 422 image the light emitted by the
NVs 403 to a detector array 440, such as a CCD array, in an
image plane of the sample 401. The detector array 440 emits
a photocurrent or other signal proportional to the detected
radiation; a processor 450 coupled to the detector array 440
senses this radiation and uses it to produce an image or other
representation of the temperature, pressure, electric field, or
magnetic field applied to the NVs 403.
FIG. 5 shows a integrated system 500 for measuring
temperature, pressure, electric fields, and magnetic fields
applied to NVs and other color centers using the measure-
ment sequence 350 of FIG. 3B. In this integrated system
500, the light source, shown here as a laser diode 510, is butt
coupled directly to a bulk diamond 501 that includes NVs
503 at a suitable density. Optical pulses from the laser diode
510 combined with microwave radiation from a microwave
source, implemented here as a radio-frequency (RF) pulse
generator 530 coupled to a microwave waveguide 532
disposed on the bulk diamond 501, cause the NVs 503 to
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emit fluorescent radiation whose amplitude and frequency
depend on the applied microwave radiation and the tem-
perature, pressure, electric fields, and magnetic fields
applied to NVs 503. The fluorescent radiation is coupled into
a waveguide 520 that transmits the fluorescent radiation to
a photodetector 540, which generates a proportional photo-
current or other signal, and attenuates light at other wave-
lengths (including the wavelength of the laser diode 510).
A processor 550 coupled to the photodetector 540
receives the photocurrent and generates an indication rep-
resentative of the temperature, pressure, electric fields, and
magnetic fields applied to NVs 503. The processor 550 is
also coupled to the RE pulse generator 530 and may also be
used to select a different type of measurement, e.g., by
varying the microwave pulse sequence emitted by the RE
pulse generator 530. The processor 550 can also be coupled
to a laser driver 512 that modulates the laser diode 510 so as
to produce the optical pulses that initialize and readout the
NVs 503.
FIG. 6 illustrates a probe 600 suitable for stimulating and
measuring fluorescence emission from NVs 603 in nanodia-
monds 601 deposited in or on tissue or other surfaces. An
optical fiber 612 in the probe 600 guides pulses from a laser
610 to the tissue. These pulses initialize and excite the NVs
603 as described above with respect to FIG. 3B. (The probe
600 can also be used with other measurement sequences,
including the sequence 300 shown in FIG. 3A.) The probe
600 also includes a microwave waveguide 632 that guide
microwave pulses from a microwave source 630 to the NVs
603. The microwave pulses manipulate the NVs' spin states,
causing the NVs 603 to fluoresce upon application of
subsequent optical pulses. (As described in greater detail
below, the microwave pulses may be selected based on the
desired measurement.)
The optical fiber 612 guides a portion of the fluorescent
light emitted by the NVs back to a photodetector 640 via
wavelength-division multiplexing filter 614. The photode-
tector 640 emits a photocurrent or other signal proportional
to the detected radiation; a processor 650 coupled to the
photodetector 640 senses this radiation and uses it to pro-
duce an image or other representation of the temperature,
pressure, electric field, or magnetic field applied to the NVs
603.
Pressure Sensing in Nitrogen Vacancies
Diamond is one of the hardest materials discovered and is
widely used in anvils for high-pressure experiments. Dia-
mond has been shown to not experience any deformation at
pressures up to 10 GPa and temperatures up to 1000 degrees
Celsius. The strain relation across this pressure range is
linear, which indicates that even higher pressures might be
obtainable and that modeling the resonance shift as a linear
function is a reasonable approximation.
The systems and pulse sequences described above can be
used to measure pressure (and temperature) applied to
NV-containing diamond(s) across a dynamic range that
extends from ambient pressure to 10 Gpa. Moreover, the
sensitivity of these pressure sensors can be finer than about
10-2 Pa/-VHZ across the entire dynamic range. As explained
with respect to FIGS. 2A-2C, the NV has a ground state spin
triplet whose Hamiltonian includes a parameter D that varies
with the temperature of and the pressure applied to the NV.
The parameter D has a temperature dependence of 77 kHz
K-1, which is the basis for the NV temperature sensor.
Temperature couples to the NV spin levels through the
thermal expansion of the diamond lattice, whose expansion
or contraction changes the effective internal electric field of
the NV. Shifting this internal field by other methods, e.g., by
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inducing axial strain, produces the same effect. The thermal
expansion coefficient of diamond at room temperature is
proportional to 9x106 Kl, while the Young's modulus of
diamond is about E=1050 GPa. Assuming that temperature
5 produces its strain shift of 6w=77 kHz K-1 through induced
strain, an applied pressure produces a frequency shift per
unit pressure of AQ-6w/oLE=8.1x10-3 Hz Pa-'.
The precision with which a frequency change can be
sensed is given by the Allan deviation of the diamond sensor
10 used. Any resonance sequence that is sensitive to Dgs could
be used to sense pressure using a NV sensor, including
continuous wave electron spin resonance sequences, Ram-
sey sequences, and electromagnetically-induced transpar-
ency schemes. For enable optimal performance, some
15 sequences can isolate this term from environmental effects
such as electric and magnetic fields. For example, a 7c/4-
71-71/4 pulse sequence, also known as the spin-1 protocol,
yields a signal proportional to sin ~, where 
~-
(Dw)T, w is
the angular frequency, and T is the temperature. As
20 explained in J. S. Hodges et al., Physical Review A 87,
032118 (2013), which is incorporated herein by reference in
its entirety, the Allan deviation can be expressed as:
25 &))
_Wo'MI Dgs TTN
For reasonable values of readout efficiency ~, coherence
30 time T, and number of color centers (NVs) N (e.g., 
~
-0.3,
T-I ms, and N=106) this gives a theoretical fractional
frequency deviation of 2x10-13 1/-VHZ. At this fractional
frequency deviation, the frequency detection threshold is
about 6x10-3 Hz/-/Hz, which corresponds to a minimum
35 detectable pressure differential of 10-2 Pa/-VHZ. Other
parameters that can affect the minimum detectable pressure
differential include the NV spin coherence time T21 collec-
tion signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), number of addressable
emitters, and homogeneity of the sample in terms of spin
40 resonance response. Experimental demonstrations have
shown an NV temperature sensitivity of 9x10-3 mK/-VHz,
which corresponds to a pressure sensitivity of about 104
Pa/-VHZ.
As explained above, NV centers occur naturally in dia-
45 mond and can also be induced through various implantation
and thermal processes to achieve control over density and
coherence properties. NV nuclear spin can measured via a
sequence of initialization, manipulation, and readout for
example, the ungated sequence with combination readout/
5o re-initialization pulses shown in FIG. 3B. Spin initialization
is generally achieved with high efficiency via optical pump-
ing, though large magnetic fields could also be used.
Manipulation between the relevant spin states can be
achieved with the application of microwaves, optically via
55 Raman processes, or magnetically with a field bias near a
level anti-crossing. Readout is optical, with laser excitation
at a wavelength less than 638 nm and fluorescence detection
in the range from 637-800 mu.
One implementation of the diamond pressure sensor
60 involves the following procedure. A high-quality CVD dia-
mond is prepared with a large total number of NV centers
through appropriate nitrogen, helium and/or carbon implan-
tation along with thermal and chemical treatment. (The color
center can limit the spin coherence, so in many cases the
65 diamond should have a low color center density but a large
number of color centers.) The diamond is then disposed in,
on, or near the area where pressure or strain is to be
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measured. Resonant microwave excitation is provided in the
near field via on-chip waveguides or in the far field through
an external cavity or frequency horn as described above.
High-isolation switches and high-fidelity amplifiers modu-
late and amplify, respectively, microwave excitation from a
microwave signal generator. Laser excitation at a wave-
length of 532 nm is coupled onto the diamond chip through
fiber optics, while the fluorescence is collected by a photo-
diode at high efficiency on the edge of the diamond through
the use of mirror coatings on the non-collection surfaces of
the chip. The laser excitation can be switched via free-space
acousto-optic or fiber-coupled electro-optic modulators. A
computer-controlled interface coupled to the laser, the opti-
cal modulator, the microwave signal generator, and the
photodiode synchronizes the optical and microwave excita-
tion and output collection.
Precision Optical Imaging of Arbitrary Electric Fields
The sensors and measurement sequences disclosed herein
can used be used with a spin-1 protocol to detect electric
fields. As understood by those of skill in the art, the spin-1
protocol comprises a 7i/4-7c-7t/4 microwave pulse sequence
that creates a coherence between ms 0 and a superposition
of ms 1 and m,--I, both states which have no magnetic
moment. In this protocol, the NV's Hamiltonian is sensitive
only to the D parameter, which is sensitive to electric field.
This technique is insensitive to magnetic fields in both
alignment and magnitude, to first order. In addition, it makes
use of the fully decoupled T2 time of the NV spin to read an
aperiodic electric field, which allows it to scale to measure
electric field at different sensitivities. In addition, this tech-
nique offers electric field sensitivity that is fine enough to
detect a neuronal action potential change at millisecond-
scale time resolution. Furthermore, the sensitivity can be
made finer by addressing additional NVs. The technique is
compatible with wide-field readout and super-resolution
imaging, which allows the recording of electric field with
sub-diffraction resolution across ensembles of neurons.
An example electric-field imaging system can be used to
address multiple NVs simultaneously, despite the NVs'
different orientations relative to microwave drive axis. More
specifically, an example electric-field imaging system may
include a microwave source that emits multiple microwave
frequency components to manipulate the electron spin so as
to achieve tolerance to both detuning of the resonance
frequency and differing drive field magnitudes (different
Rabi frequencies across different NVs). This imaging tech-
nique is compatible with standard fluorescence microscopes
and cameras and with two-photon microscopy. It does not
require an external magnetic field, and its use is not
restricted to life sciences other suitable applications
include semiconductor measurements, material science, etc.
As explained above, the NV has a ground state spin triplet
described by the Hamiltonian:
Hg, =DS,+gµsW S+9,47,
which can be rewritten as:
Hg,—(Dg,+dIIs,)DS2+gµ'W ~+b 17,
where Dg, represents the ground state crystal field splitting
(2.870 GHz), dii represents the ground state electric dipole
moment along the C3 symmetry axis of the NV, and az
represents the electric field vector in the z direction. To sense
an electric field, the sensors disclosed herein measure
changes in the dii parameter, which has a value of 0.35 Hz cm
V-i. For reasonable values of readout efficiency ~, coher-
ence time T, and number of color centers (NVs) N, this gives
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a theoretical fractional frequency deviation of (10-10/-VN)
1/-VHZ. At this fractional frequency deviation, the frequency
detection threshold is about 10 Hz/-VHZ for a single NV,
which corresponds to a possible electric field sensitivity of
5 about 30 V cm-' Hz-1/2. Parameters that affect the electric
field sensitivity include the NV spin coherence time, the
collection SNR, the number of addressable emitters, and the
homogeneity of the sample in terms of spin resonance
response. An experimental demonstration shows a tempera-
io ture sensitivity of 2.5x10-2 K-VHz, which corresponds to an
electric field sensitivity of about 5x103 V cm-' Hz-1/2. A
neural action potential has a field of roughly 1.4x105 V/cm,
which can be resolved with this experimentally demon-
strated sensitivity in 1.4 ms.
15 Experimental Demonstration
FIGS. 7A-7D illustrate wide-field fluorescence imaging in
bulk diamond. FIG. 7A is a wide-field fluorescence image of
NVs in a bulk diamond. FIG. 7B is a plot of the normalized
fluorescence versus for four NVs; it shows simultaneous
20 Rabi oscillations being driven across the sample. FIG. 7C
shows plots of fluorescence versus precession time for a pair
of NVs subject to a spin-1 thermometry sequence executed
in parallel. The two NVs are dynamically decoupled to a
coherence time T2>20 ms. FIG. 7D includes plots of the
25 Fourier transform of thermometry signals shown in FIG. 7C;
it reveals different oscillation frequencies, indicative of
differing local strain experience by the NVs. The different
oscillation frequencies correspond to different values of the
dii parameter, which in turn indicates a different strain or
30 temperature. In this case, the different oscillation frequen-
cies likely represent different strains rather than different
temperatures as the NVs are at thermal equilibrium.
The NV-enabled temperature sensing protocol illustrated
in FIGS. 7A-7D leverages the spin-1 nature of the NV to
35 enable nanoscale thermometry. This protocol is sensitive to
the energy difference between the m,-- I and ms—O sublev-
els of the NV electron ground state spin triplet, which in turn
varies with temperature as well as local crystal strain. Using
this scheme in parallel across a bulk diamond, hundreds of
4o NVs can be monitored simultaneously, allowing for rapid
data sampling across a wide field of view. Experimental
results show coherence times in excess of 50 ms and
calculated temperature sensitivities of <100 mK. In addition,
this technique reveals the internal strain of the diamond with
45 nanoscale spatial precision.
This technique can also be used to sense electromagnetic
fields, strain, and/or temperature across a large field of view.
Specifically, multi-pulse electric and magnetic field sensing
measurements can be performed in parallel across large
5o numbers of individually resolved NVs. Numerically opti-
mized microwave control can enhance the fidelity of spin
operations across inhomogeneous qubits. This wide-field
technique sets the stage for the use of localized NVs as
sensors for mapping quantities of interest in parallel.
55 FIGS. 8A-8C illustrate pulsed frequency sweep measure-
ments of a CVD diamond with a relatively low density of
NVs (e.g., 5 ppb). These NVs were created by a dose of
5x10$ nitrogen atoms per square centimeter imparted on the
sample with an energy of 6 keV. The diamond is illuminated
60 with the optical pulses of FIG. 3B and a microwave pulse
sequence that includes a chirp (i.e., a swept-frequency
microwave pulse). FIG. 8A is a wide-field image of fluo-
rescence emitted by the NVs. FIGS. 8B and 8C are plots of
normalized fluorescence versus microwave frequency for
65 NVs. The frequency sweep reveals the A parameter of the
NV center, showing coupling to different nuclear spins (e.g.,
carbon 13, nitrogen 14, and nitrogen 15), which is useful for
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quantum information purposes. For example, because the
nuclear spins have long phase lifetimes, they can be used to
store quantum states.
FIGS. 9A-9C illustrate Ramsey measurements of a CVD
diamond with a relatively low density of NVs (e.g., 5 ppb). 5
These NVs were created by a dose of 5x10$ nitrogen atoms
per square centimeter imparted on the sample with an energy
of 6 keV. The diamond is illuminated with the optical pulses
of FIG. 3B and a microwave pulse sequence that includes a
Ramsey sequence (i.e., a 7c/2 pulse followed by another 7t/2 io
pulse after a free precession time At). FIG. 9A is a wide-field
image of fluorescence emitted by the NVs. FIGS. 9B and 9C
are plots of normalized fluorescence versus the free preces-
sion time and the detuning from resonance, respectively.
Ramsey pulse sequences have applications in precision 15
direct-current (DC) magnetometry.
FIGS. 10A and 10B illustrate Hahn echo measurements of
the diamond of FIGS. 8A-8C and 9A-9C. The diamond is
illuminated with the optical pulses of FIG. 3B and a micro-
wave pulse sequence that includes a Hahn echo sequence 20
(i.e., a 7t/2 pulse, a first free precession time At, a a pulse, a
second free precession time At, and another 7t/2 pulse). FIG.
10A is a wide-field image of fluorescence emitted by the
NVs. FIG. 10B is a plot of normalized fluorescence versus
the free precession time. FIG. 10B shows that the coherence 25
time is about T2-200 µs. Hahn echo pulse sequences have
applications in precision alternating-current (AC) magne-
tometry and coherence characterization.
FIGS. 11A-11C illustrate thermal echo measurements of
a CVD diamond with a relatively low density of NVs (e.g., 30
5 ppb). Thermal echo sequences are a specific sequence used
for thermometry; other pulse sequences are also possible for
thermometry, including CW spin resonance measurements
without echos. The diamond is illuminated with the optical
pulses of FIG. 3B and a microwave pulse sequence that 35
includes a 762 pulse, a first free precession time At, a 27t
pulse, a second free precession time At, and another 7t/2
pulse. FIG. 11A is a wide-field image of fluorescence
emitted by the NVs. FIGS. 10B and 10C are plots of
normalized fluorescence versus the free precession time and 40
the zero-field splitting detuning, respectively. Thermal echo
sequences have applications in sensing the D parameter; that
is, they can be used for thermometry, strain measurements,
and pressure measurements.
FIG. 12A is a fluorescence image of NV-containing 45
nanodiamonds. The individual nanodiamonds are about 100
mn in diameter. FIG. 12B is a pulsed optically detected
magnetic resonance (ODMR) spectrum of a representative
nanodiamond. It is spatially localized, but because there is
not set NV axis, which can complicate alignment of the 50
applied microwave field.
FIGS. 13A-13C illustrate T, excited state lifetime (relax-
ometry) measurements in high-pressure, high-temperature
(HPHT) nanodiamonds with of a CVD diamond with a
relatively high density of NVs (e.g., 100 ppm) and diameters 55
of about 100 mu. The diamond is illuminated with the
optical pulses of FIG. 3B separated by a decay time T, but
no microwave pulses. FIG. 13A is a wide-field image of
fluorescence emitted by the NVs. FIG. 13B is a plot of the
normalized fluorescence versus the decay time. FIG. 13C is 60
a histogram of the number of fluorescence-emitting nano-
diamonds versus measured excited state lifetime.
FIGS. 14A-14C illustrate T, excited state lifetime (relax-
ometry) measurements in the HPHT nanodiamonds of FIGS.
13A-13C sputtered with silicon dioxide. FIG. 14A is a 65
wide-field image of fluorescence emitted by the NVs. FIG.
14B is a plot of the normalized fluorescence versus the decay
14
time. And FIG. 14C is a histogram of the number of
fluorescence-emitting nanodiamonds versus measured
excited state lifetime. FIGS. 14B and 14C show a reduction
in the excited-state lifetime, which suggests the presence of
extra decay pathways.
CONCLUSION
While various inventive embodiments have been
described and illustrated herein, those of ordinary skill in the
art will readily envision a variety of other means and/or
structures for performing the function and/or obtaining the
results and/or one or more of the advantages described
herein, and each of such variations and/or modifications is
deemed to be within the scope of the inventive embodiments
described herein. More generally, those skilled in the art will
readily appreciate that all parameters, dimensions, materials,
and configurations described herein are meant to be exem-
plary and that the actual parameters, dimensions, materials,
and/or configurations will depend upon the specific appli-
cation or applications for which the inventive teachings
is/are used. Those skilled in the art will recognize, or be able
to ascertain using no more than routine experimentation,
many equivalents to the specific inventive embodiments
described herein. It is, therefore, to be understood that the
foregoing embodiments are presented by way of example
only and that, within the scope of the appended claims and
equivalents thereto, inventive embodiments may be prac-
ticed otherwise than as specifically described and claimed.
Inventive embodiments of the present disclosure are directed
to each individual feature, system, article, material, kit,
and/or method described herein. In addition, any combina-
tion of two or more such features, systems, articles, mate-
rials, kits, and/or methods, if such features, systems, articles,
materials, kits, and/or methods are not mutually inconsis-
tent, is included within the inventive scope of the present
disclosure.
The above-described embodiments can be implemented
in any of numerous ways. For example, embodiments of
designing and making the coupling structures and diffractive
optical elements disclosed herein may be implemented using
hardware, software or a combination thereof. When imple-
mented in software, the software code can be executed on
any suitable processor or collection of processors, whether
provided in a single computer or distributed among multiple
computers.
Further, it should be appreciated that a computer may be
embodied in any of a number of forms, such as a rack-
mounted computer, a desktop computer, a laptop computer,
or a tablet computer. Additionally, a computer may be
embedded in a device not generally regarded as a computer
but with suitable processing capabilities, including a Per-
sonal Digital Assistant (PDA), a smart phone or any other
suitable portable or fixed electronic device.
Also, a computer may have one or more input and output
devices. These devices can be used, among other things, to
present a user interface. Examples of output devices that can
be used to provide a user interface include printers or display
screens for visual presentation of output and speakers or
other sound generating devices for audible presentation of
output. Examples of input devices that can be used for a user
interface include keyboards, and pointing devices, such as
mice, touch pads, and digitizing tablets. As another example,
a computer may receive input information through speech
recognition or in other audible format.
Such computers may be interconnected by one or more
networks in any suitable form, including a local area net-
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work or a wide area network, such as an enterprise network,
and intelligent network (IN) or the Internet. Such networks
may be based on any suitable technology and may operate
according to any suitable protocol and may include wireless
networks, wired networks or fiber optic networks.
The various methods or processes (e.g., of designing and
making the coupling structures and diffractive optical ele-
ments disclosed above) outlined herein may be coded as
software that is executable on one or more processors that
employ any one of a variety of operating systems or plat-
forms. Additionally, such software may be written using any
of a number of suitable programming languages and/or
programming or scripting tools, and also may be compiled
as executable machine language code or intermediate code
that is executed on a framework or virtual machine.
In this respect, various inventive concepts may be embod-
ied as a computer readable storage medium (or multiple
computer readable storage media) (e.g., a computer memory,
one or more floppy discs, compact discs, optical discs,
magnetic tapes, flash memories, circuit configurations in
Field Programmable Gate Arrays or other semiconductor
devices, or other non-transitory medium or tangible com-
puter storage medium) encoded with one or more programs
that, when executed on one or more computers or other
processors, perform methods that implement the various
embodiments of the invention discussed above. The com-
puter readable medium or media can be transportable, such
that the program or programs stored thereon can be loaded
onto one or more different computers or other processors to
implement various aspects of the present invention as dis-
cussed above.
The terms "program" or "software" are used herein in a
generic sense to refer to any type of computer code or set of
computer-executable instructions that can be employed to
program a computer or other processor to implement various
aspects of embodiments as discussed above. Additionally, it
should be appreciated that according to one aspect, one or
more computer programs that when executed perform meth-
ods of the present invention need not reside on a single
computer or processor, but may be distributed in a modular
fashion amongst a number of different computers or pro-
cessors to implement various aspects of the present inven-
tion.
Computer-executable instructions may be in many forms,
such as program modules, executed by one or more com-
puters or other devices. Generally, program modules include
routines, programs, objects, components, data structures,
etc. that perform particular tasks or implement particular
abstract data types. Typically the functionality of the pro-
gram modules may be combined or distributed as desired in
various embodiments.
Also, data structures may be stored in computer-readable
media in any suitable form. For simplicity of illustration,
data structures may be shown to have fields that are related
through location in the data structure. Such relationships
may likewise be achieved by assigning storage for the fields
with locations in a computer-readable medium that convey
relationship between the fields. However, any suitable
mechanism may be used to establish a relationship between
information in fields of a data structure, including through
the use of pointers, tags or other mechanisms that establish
relationship between data elements.
Also, various inventive concepts may be embodied as one
or more methods, of which an example has been provided.
The acts performed as part of the method may be ordered in
any suitable way. Accordingly, embodiments may be con-
structed in which acts are performed in an order different
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than illustrated, which may include performing some acts
simultaneously, even though shown as sequential acts in
illustrative embodiments.
All definitions, as defined and used herein, should be
5 understood to control over dictionary definitions, definitions
in documents incorporated by reference, and/or ordinary
meanings of the defined terms.
The indefinite articles "a" and "an," as used herein in the
specification and in the claims, unless clearly indicated to
to the contrary, should be understood to mean "at least one."
The phrase "and/or," as used herein in the specification
and in the claims, should be understood to mean "either or
both" of the elements so conjoined, i.e., elements that are
15 conjunctively present in some cases and disjunctively pres-
ent in other cases. Multiple elements listed with "and/or"
should be construed in the same fashion, i.e., "one or more"
of the elements so conjoined. Other elements may optionally
be present other than the elements specifically identified by
20 the "and/or" clause, whether related or unrelated to those
elements specifically identified. Thus, as a non-limiting
example, a reference to "A and/or B", when used in con-
junction with open-ended language such as "comprising"
can refer, in one embodiment, to A only (optionally includ-
25 ing elements other than B); in another embodiment, to B
only (optionally including elements other than A); in yet
another embodiment, to both A and B (optionally including
other elements); etc.
As used herein in the specification and in the claims, "or"
so should be understood to have the same meaning as "and/or"
as defined above. For example, when separating items in a
list, "or" or "and/or" shall be interpreted as being inclusive,
i.e., the inclusion of at least one, but also including more
than one, of a number or list of elements, and, optionally,
35 additional unlisted items. Only terms clearly indicated to the
contrary, such as "only one of or "exactly one of," or, when
used in the claims, "consisting of," will refer to the inclusion
of exactly one element of a number or list of elements. In
general, the term "or" as used herein shall only be inter-
40 preted as indicating exclusive alternatives (i.e. "one or the
other but not both") when preceded by terms of exclusivity,
such as "either," "one of," "only one of," or "exactly one of."
"Consisting essentially of," when used in the claims, shall
have its ordinary meaning as used in the field of patent law.
45 As used herein in the specification and in the claims, the
phrase "at least one," in reference to a list of one or more
elements, should be understood to mean at least one element
selected from any one or more of the elements in the list of
elements, but not necessarily including at least one of each
5o and every element specifically listed within the list of
elements and not excluding any combinations of elements in
the list of elements. This definition also allows that elements
may optionally be present other than the elements specifi-
cally identified within the list of elements to which the
55 phrase "at least one" refers, whether related or unrelated to
those elements specifically identified. Thus, as a non-limit-
ing example, "at least one of A and B" (or, equivalently, "at
least one of A or B," or, equivalently "at least one of A and/or
B") can refer, in one embodiment, to at least one, optionally
60 including more than one, A, with no B present (and option-
ally including elements other than B); in another embodi-
ment, to at least one, optionally including more than one, B,
with no A present (and optionally including elements other
than A); in yet another embodiment, to at least one, option-
65 ally including more than one, A, and at least one, optionally
including more than one, B (and optionally including other
elements); etc.
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In the claims, as well as in the specification above, all
transitional phrases such as "comprising," "including," "car-
rying," "having," "containing," "involving," "holding,"
"composed of," and the like are to be understood to be
open-ended, i.e., to mean including but not limited to. Only
the transitional phrases "consisting of and "consisting
essentially of shall be closed or semi-closed transitional
phrases, respectively, as set forth in the United States Patent
Office Manual of Patent Examining Procedures, Section
2111.03.
The invention claimed is:
1. A method of imaging at least one of an electric field,
magnetic field, temperature, pressure, or strain applied to a
color center, the method comprising:
(A) applying a magnetic field from a microwave source to
the color center so as to manipulate an electron spin
state of the color center;
(B) irradiating the color center with an optical pulse from
a light source so as to excite the color center from a first
energy level to a second energy level and to induce
emission of fluorescence from the color center, the
fluorescence representative of the at least one of the
electric field, magnetic field, temperature, pressure, or
strain applied to the color center; and
(C) imaging, with a wide-field imaging system, the fluo-
rescence emitted by the color center onto a detector
array,
wherein (C) comprises irradiating the color center with
another optical pulse from the light source within a
relaxation time associated with the second energy level.
2. The method of claim 1, further comprising, before (A):
disposing the color center on a surface of an inorganic
material; and
exposing the inorganic material to the at least one of the
electric field, magnetic field, temperature, pressure, or
strain.
3. The method of claim 1, wherein the color center is
disposed within a nanodiamond, and further comprising,
before (A):
functionalizing a surface of the nanodiamond; and
disposing the nanodiamond within organic tissue.
4. The method of claim 1, wherein (A) comprises apply-
ing a plurality of microwave pulses to the color center in an
absence of any other magnetic field.
5. The method of claim 1, wherein:
the color center has a first orientation with respect to the
magnetic field, and
(A) further comprises manipulating an electron spin state
of another color center, the other color center having a
second orientation different than the first orientation
with respect to the magnetic field.
6. The method of claim 1, wherein (C) comprises imaging
fluorescence emitted by a plurality of color centers onto the
detector array with the wide-field imaging system.
7. A system for imaging at least one of an electric field,
magnetic field, temperature, pressure, or strain applied to a
color center, the system comprising:
a light source, in optical communication with the color
center, to irradiate the first color center with an optical
pulse so as to excite the color center from a first energy
level to a second energy level and to induce emission
of fluorescence from the color center, the fluorescence
representative of the at least one of the electric field,
magnetic field, temperature, pressure, or strain applied
to the first color center;
a microwave source, in electromagnetic communication
with the color center, to apply a magnetic field to the
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color center so as to manipulate an electron spin state
of the first color center; and
a wide-field imaging system, in optical communication
with the color center, to image the fluorescence emitted
5 by the color center onto a detector array,
wherein the microwave source is configured to apply the
magnetic field at a first orientation with respect to the
color center and at a second orientation with respect to
another color center so as to manipulate the electron
10 
spin state of the color center and the electron spin state
of the other color center.
8. A system for imaging at least one of an electric field,
magnetic field, temperature, pressure, or strain applied to a
15 plurality of color centers, the system comprising:
a light source, in optical communication with the plurality
of color centers, to irradiate the plurality of color
centers with an optical pulse so as to excite the plurality
of color centers from a first energy level to a second
20 energy level and to induce emission of fluorescence
from the plurality of color centers, the fluorescence
representative of the at least one of the electric field,
magnetic field, temperature, pressure, or strain applied
to the plurality of color centers;
25 a microwave source, in electromagnetic communication
with the plurality of color centers, to apply a magnetic
field to the plurality of color centers so as to manipulate
an electron spin state of the plurality of color centers;
and
30 
a wide-field imaging system, in optical communication
with the plurality of color centers, to image the fluo-
rescence emitted by the plurality of color centers onto
a detector array,
35 wherein the light source is configured to irradiate the
plurality of color centers with another optical pulse
within a relaxation time associated with the second
energy level.
9. The system of claim 8, wherein the color center
40 comprises a nitrogen vacancy.
10. The system of claim 8, wherein the color center is
disposed on a surface of an inorganic material exposed to the
at least one of the electric field, magnetic field, temperature,
pressure, or strain applied to the color center.
45 11. The system of claim 8, wherein the color center is
disposed within organic tissue exposed to the at least one of
the electric field, magnetic field, temperature, pressure, or
strain applied to the color center.
12. The system of claim 8, wherein the light source is
50 configured to emit the optical pulse at a wavelength of about
532 mu.
13. The system of claim 8, wherein the microwave source
is configured to apply a plurality of microwave pulses to the
color center in an absence of any other magnetic field.
55 14. The system of claim 8, wherein the wide-field imaging
system is configured to image fluorescence emitted by the
color center onto the detector array.
15. A system for imaging at least one of an electric field,
magnetic field, temperature, pressure, or strain applied to the
60 color center applied to a nanodiamond, the system compris-
ing:
a laser, in optical communication with the nanodiamond,
to illuminate the nanodiamond with an optical pulse so
as to simultaneously to induce emission of fluorescence
65 from a nitrogen vacancy in the nanodiamond and to
excite the nitrogen vacancy in the nanodiamond from a
first energy level to a second energy level;
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a wide-field imaging system, in optical communication
with the nanodiamond, to image the fluorescence emit-
ted by the nitrogen vacancy to a point in an image
plane; and
a detector array, disposed within the image plane, to sense
the fluorescence emitted by the nitrogen vacancy,
wherein the laser is configured to illuminate the nanodia-
mond with another optical pulse within a relaxation
time of the second energy level.
16. The system of claim 15, wherein the wide-field
imaging system is configured to image fluorescence emitted
by another nitrogen vacancy to the image plane.
17. The system of claim 15, further comprising:
a microwave source, in electromagnetic communication
with the nanodiamond, to apply at least one microwave
pulse to the nitrogen vacancy so as to manipulate an
electron spin state of the first nitrogen vacancy.
20
18. A method of imaging at least one of an electric field,
temperature, pressure, or strain applied to a color center, the
method comprising:
(A) applying a plurality of microwave pulses from a
5 microwave source to the color center in an absence of
a magnetic field so as to manipulate an electron spin
state of the color center;
(B) irradiating the color center with an optical pulse from
a light source so as to excite the color center from a first
10 
energy level to a second energy level and to induce
emission of fluorescence from the color center, the
fluorescence representative of the at least one of the
electric field, temperature, pressure, or strain applied to
the color center; and
(C) imaging, with a wide-field imaging system, the fluo-
rescence emitted by the color center onto a detector
array.
